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Abstract— Impact of surface traps on the breakdown
characteristics of AlGaN/GaN HEMT devices is revealed
using detailed TCAD computations and supporting exper-
iments. Detailed mechanism explaining the role of surface
traps in modulating channel electric field under various
surface trap, device design, gate-stack, and applied volt-
age conditions is discussed. Experimental analysis with
different surface conditions shows the measured electric
field profile, using electro-luminescence experiments, to be
in complete agreement with the computational findings.
Device design guidelines with respect to design parameters
affecting drift region’s electric field and gate-stack in pres-
ence of surface traps or varying surface trap concentration
is presented.

Index Terms— AlGaN/GaN HEMTs, device breakdown,
electric field engineering, surface traps.

I. INTRODUCTION

PRESENCE of traps in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs has proved
to be one of the major bottlenecks in device design for

power as well as RF applications. Traps on device surface
as well as in GaN buffer are the root cause of several relia-
bility phenomena observed in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs [1]–[10].
Besides, due to its ability to modulate surface potential and
2-D electron gas (2DEG) density [11], surface traps are
considered as one of the major factors affecting device per-
formance [8], [12]. Considering the impact of surface traps
on 2DEG channel, several surface passivation schemes, using
nitrogen [13], SiON [14], highly resistive GaN cap layer
[15], NiOX /SiNX [16], and Al2O3/SiNX [16], have been pro-
posed for improving breakdown voltage (VBD) of AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs. Although these works demonstrate improvement in
VBD of the device, attempts to explore the physical mechanism
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governing the same has been limited. For example, while
surface passivation is expected to passivate surface traps, leaky
dielectric experiment by Koudymov et al. [17] suggested that
the surface passivation techniques do not passivate the surface
traps. Rather, it modulates the interaction of gate contact
with surface traps. Similarly, improved RF performance of the
device by NH3 plasma treatment before surface passivation [9]
supports the argument that surface traps are present even after
surface passivation. Saito et al. [18] reported impact of surface
defect charge on gate leakage induced device breakdown, how-
ever, impact of surface defect charge on channel electric field
was not considered. Similarly, Hanawa et al. [19] discussed
the impact of high-κ passivating layer on VBD of AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs, however, the authors neglected surface defect charge
and did not take into account gate tunneling and leakage.

Bearing these points in mind, it can be concluded that by
and large interplay of surface traps, its ionization, and electric
field distribution across the HEMT device and its impact on
VBD has not been explored in detail and therefore, is not well
understood yet. This work attempts to bridge this gap and dis-
cusses the impact of surface traps on the electrical breakdown
of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. To address this, a well calibrated
computational setup is used to determine leakage as well
as avalanche induced impact ionization generation, thereby
allowing accurate prediction of device breakdown. Compu-
tational analysis have proved to be vital in exploring physical
mechanisms behind such unique phenomena in GaN-based
devices [20]–[24]. Through computational analysis, traps on
device surface are found to modulate the channel depletion
and channel electric field thereby affecting VBD. Experimen-
tally extracted electric field profile, using electro-luminescence
(EL) experiments, on devices with different surface conditions
was found to be in complete agreement with the compu-
tational findings. Furthermore, impact of surface traps on
the device design for achieving high VBD in AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs is discussed along with the physical insights and
mechanism responsible for improvements. In part II of this
work, the observed impact of surface traps on channel electric
field and VBD is extended to account for the traps present in
GaN buffer. A complex interplay of surface and buffer region
traps and its collective role in modulating channel electric field
in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs is disclosed in part II.
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Fig. 1. (a) Device schematic used for computational and experimen-
tal studies. (b) Comparison of experimental characteristics [25] with
the computed device characteristics depicting an excellent agreement
between the two. Substrate terminal was grounded for all the calculations
and VGS = VTH − �V was used to ensure OFF-state operation.

This part of the work is arranged as follows: Section II
explains the computational setup used in this work. Section III
discusses impact of traps present on the HEMT surface on
the VBD and associated physical mechanism with experimental
validation. Section IV discusses device design for achieving
high VBD in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs in presence of surface traps.
Finally, Section V concludes the work.

II. DEVICE STRUCTURE AND SIMULATION SETUP

Fig. 1(a) depicts schematic of the AlGaN/GaN HEMT
architecture [25] used in this work. A well calibrated TCAD
setup, adapted from [24], [26], [27], was used to obtain an
agreement with the experimental data as depicted in Fig. 1(b).
The figure shows an agreement between simulated and exper-
imental data in terms of VBD as well as leakage current.
These computations were done with a fixed acceptor trap
concentration of ∼8 × 1016 cm−3 in the GaN buffer to emulate
a semiinsulating buffer. On the other hand, donor-type traps
on device surface with an activation energy of EC − 0.68 eV
(associated with traps on AlGaN surface [28]) were used to
calibrate channel charge density and gate leakage [27].

The simulations considered drift diffusion transport along
with high field induced mobility degradation. Quantum correc-
tion, lattice, and carrier heating were found to have negligible
impact on breakdown calculations and hence were neglected
for VBD calculations. Although gate contact was modeled
as Schottky contact, drain, and source contacts were also
modeled as Schottky contacts, however, with doping near the
S/D-contact/GaN interface and a lower work–function to emu-
late the ohmic contact formation in GaN HEMTs. This contact
profile results in excellent reproduction of experimental con-
ditions [27]. Impact ionization induced carrier generation was
taken into account according to Chynoweth law with electron
and hole ionization parameters adapted for GaN as described
in [29] and [30]. As discussed in our earlier work [24],
the adopted model showed good agreement in terms of leakage
and breakdown characteristics with experimental data for
devices fabricated on a C-doped GaN buffer with different LGD

values. A detailed description of the computational framework
can be found in our earlier works [24], [27]. OFF-state VBD of
the device was evaluated at a gate to source voltage (VGS) of
VTH−2 V and a drain current of 1 μA/mm [25] with substrate
grounded. Here VTH is threshold voltage of the device.

Fig. 2. (a) Simplified device structure depicting site considered for
surface traps. AA’ depicts the cutline along which lateral electric field
is extracted. (b) VBD as a function of surface donor trap concentration.

Fig. 3. (a) Different leakage current components extracted at the onset
of breakdown for devices with varying surface donor trap concentration.
(b) Impact of surface donor trap concentration on lateral channel electric
field extracted along cutline AA’ [shown in Fig. 2(a)]. Three significant
electrical peaks labeled EP1, EP2, and EP3 can be observed.

III. IMPACT OF SURFACE TRAPS ON ELECTRIC FIELD

MODULATION AND BREAKDOWN

Donor-type traps on device surface are a well-known source
of 2DEG channel in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs [11], [27]. This
section takes into account the influence of surface traps on
channel electric field and leakage current to evaluate its impact
on VBD. The device structure used in this section along with
the site for surface traps is depicted in Fig. 2(a). Furthermore,
the device dimensions, as depicted in Fig. 2(a), are considered
throughout this section unless stated otherwise.

A. Impact of Surface Traps on VBD

Impact of surface trap concentration on VBD of the device
is depicted in Fig. 2(b). The figure shows a bell-shaped curve
wherein VBD initially increases with surface trap concentration,
reaches a plateau where it remains unchanged, and then
reduces when surface trap concentration was increased further.
In order to probe the breakdown phenomena, leakage current
was measured at all the terminals at the onset of breakdown.
Fig. 3(a) compares the drain current with source and gate
current at the onset of breakdown for different surface donor
trap concentrations. It shows that for lower trap concentra-
tions [Region I in Fig. 3(a)], drain current at the onset of
breakdown is governed by source leakage. However, as surface
donor trap concentration is increased [Region II in Fig. 3(a)],
the drain current is dominated by gate leakage. A compar-
ison of points A, B, and C in Figs. 2(b) and 3(a) show
that VBD improves with the surface donor trap concentration
(point A → B) when source leakage is the major component
of drain current (Region I). On the other hand, VBD reduces
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Fig. 4. Comparison of electron current density contours at the onset of electrical breakdown for devices with surface donor trap concentration of
(a) 2.5 × 1013 cm−2, (b) 6 × 1013 cm-2, and (c) 9 × 1013 cm−2. A shift in leakage path from drain–source to drain-gate is seen as surface donor trap
concentration is increased.

Fig. 5. Closer look at the current density contours for devices having
dominating field peak near (a) field plate edge and (b) gate edge depicting
drain–source leakage and gate–drain leakage for devices with lower and
higher surface donor trap concentration, respectively.

with surface donor trap concentration (point B → C) as
gate leakage dominates the drain current (Region II). This
transition from Region I to Region II in Fig. 3(a) indicates
a change in the breakdown phenomena governing device
behavior as surface donor trap concentration is increased.
Device behavior under conditions with suppressed gate leak-
age [metal–insulator–semiconductor (MIS) gated devices] will
be discussed in later sections.

B. Modulation of Electric Field by Surface Traps

In order to further evaluate the breakdown phenomena and
the shift in leakage paths/source governing breakdown, lateral
electric field profile was extracted for devices with varying
surface donor trap concentration. Fig. 3(b) depicts the lateral
electric field at the onset of breakdown for different surface
donor trap concentrations. The electric field is extracted in
the channel region just below the drain–source contact edge
[cut-line AA’ in Fig. 2(a)]. The surface donor trap concentra-
tions are selected to represent points A, B, and C in Fig. 3(a).
The field profile shows presence of three peaks, which are
near the gate contact edge (EP1), field plate edge (EP2) and
the drain contact edge (EP3). For surface donor trap condition
at A, electric field is confined near drain edge leading to higher
magnitude of EP3, resulting in a source–drain leakage current
induced breakdown, as shown in Fig. 4(a).

On the other hand, for surface donor trap condition at B,
electric field is redistributed between EP1, EP2, and EP3

with EP2 being higher in magnitude. Under this condition,
Figs. 4(b) and 5(a) show the channel region underneath the
gate and field plate contact being depleted, while the leakage
current flows through deeper GaN buffer with leakage path
emanating from the field plate edge. This suggests carrier
generation near-field plate edge to be responsible for the
source–drain leakage current leading to device breakdown.
This further establishes that device breakdown in this case

Fig. 6. Channel lateral electric field as a function of drain voltage
for a surface donor trap concentration of (a) 2.5 × 1013 cm−2 and
(b) 9 × 1013 cm−2.

is determined by the magnitude of EP2. Field redistribu-
tion between EP1, EP2, and EP3 results in the observed
improvement in VBD [Fig. 2(b)]. However, as the surface
donor trap concentration is increased to point C, EP1 and
EP2 increase considerably while EP3 reduces [Fig. 3(b)].
Furthermore, Figs. 4(c) and 5(b) depict leakage path from
gate to drain electrode through the device channel, shifting
the breakdown hot-spot to gate edge. Increase in surface
donor trap concentration further leads to increase in magnitude
of EP1. This results in a fall in VBD [Fig. 2(b)] when the
breakdown hot-spot shifts near gate edge. The lateral elec-
tric field profile and leakage contours establish that with an
increase in surface donor trap concentration, electric field peak
determining device breakdown shifts from drain edge to gate
edge. This results in an optimum field redistribution for certain
range of surface donor trap concentration for which maximum
VBD is observed.

It should be noted that Fig. 6(b) depicts that breakdown
for the cases in which EP3 dominates is observed at much
lower lateral field values. This is attributed to the breakdown
being caused by higher vertical field near drain edge as the
VDS appears across GaN buffer as well. A detailed account
of impact of vertical field near the drain edge on VBD of
the device is presented in our earlier work in [24]. As dis-
cussed in [24], vertical field depends on buffer properties and
hence, can be neglected while analyzing impact of surface
traps on VBD.

C. Understanding the Dependence of Electric Field on
Surface Trap Concentration

While the above discussion has established that a change in
surface donor trap concentration modulates the lateral electric
field, the physical mechanism governing this field modulation
is not clear. To further probe into the impact of surface donor
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Fig. 7. Drain, gate, and source leakage current extracted in the
OFF-state condition for AlGaN/GaN HEMT device with surface donor
trap concentration of (a) 2.5 × 1013 cm−2 and (b) 9 × 1013 cm−2.
Breakdown at lower surface donor trap concentration is determined by
increase in source leakage current for VDS > 60 V, while gate leakage
current determines breakdown for devices with higher surface donor trap
concentration.

traps on channel electric field and VBD, the lateral electric field
profile for different surface donor trap concentrations [point A
and point C in Fig. 2(b)] was extracted as a function of applied
drain–source voltage (VDS). Fig. 6(a) and (b) depicts that at
lower VDS (<40 V) electric field is confined in a narrow region
near-field plate edge irrespective of the surface donor trap
concentration. However, for device with lower surface donor
trap concentration [Fig. 6(a)] electric field starts appearing at
EP3 at much lower voltages (∼60 V in this case). Increasing
VDS further adds to EP3 magnitude, which eventually leads to
breakdown—characterized by increase in source–drain leakage
current [Fig. 4(a)].

Furthermore, leakage characteristics, as shown in Fig. 7(a),
reveal an increase in drain–source leakage current at ∼60 V,
which is similar to VDS at which magnitude of EP3 starts
increasing [Fig. 6(a)]. This indicates a strong correlation
between electric field peak near drain edge and drain–source
leakage. On the other hand, Fig. 6(b) shows that a higher
VDS is required for EP3 to increase considerably in case of
higher surface donor trap concentration. It should be noted
that, for a given VDS, magnitude of EP1 and EP2 is higher for
devices with higher surface donor trap concentration. This is
reflected in leakage characteristics shown in Fig. 7(b) where
gate leakage dominates, and source leakage starts increasing
at much higher values of VDS as compared to that for devices
with lower surface donor trap concentration.

A comparison of channel depletion and lateral electric field
profile in the channel region, shown in Fig. 8, establishes
that channel depletion defines the channel electric field pro-
file. Fig. 8(a) and (b) depict a significant impact of surface
donor trap concentration on channel depletion. Fig. 8(a) shows
that for devices with lower surface donor trap concentration,
channel depletion up to drain edge takes place at a lower
VDS, depletion (∼60 V) compared to devices with higher surface
donor trap concentration (VDS, depletion ≈ 200 V). The discus-
sion mentioned above establishes that extension of depletion
region to the drain edge results in device breakdown due to
increased source–drain leakage. On the other hand, confine-
ment of depletion region near-field plate or gate edge results in
a shift in breakdown hot-spot to gate edge. An optimum field
redistribution results in maximum VBD for moderate surface
donor trap concentrations.

Fig. 8. Channel electric field and electron density extracted for a surface
donor trap concentration of (a) 2.5 × 1013 cm−2 and (b) 9 × 1013 cm−2.
The channel depletion modulation by surface donor trap concentration
drives the change in lateral electric field affecting breakdown.

Above discussion establishes that an increase in surface
donor trap density leads to requirement of a higher drain
field to achieve similar depletion width (WDepletion). This effect
can be attributed to three different mechanisms involved with
surface donor traps, 1) modulation of channel charge den-
sity (nS); 2) improved channel confinement; and 3) modulation
of lateral electric field. An increase in surface donor trap
concentration is known to result in an increase in nS [27].
This will result in a reduction in WDepletion for a given VDS,
as surface donor trap concentration is increased. However,
Fermi level pinning at the surface leads to a saturation in nS as
surface donor trap concentration is increased to much higher
values [27]. This should lead to a saturation in WDepletion and
VBD at higher surface donor trap concentrations. However, this
does not completely explain the bell shaped curve obtained
in Fig. 2(b). Further modulation of channel depletion and
VBD can be explained by considering other two factors. Both
the factors are attributed to positive charge being presented
by ionized surface donor traps on the device surface. First,
presence of a positive sheet charge on the device surface leads
to a vertical electric field directed toward the substrate. This
vertical electric field compliments the field due to polarization
charges and improves channel confinement. Improved channel
confinement now requires higher drain bias to deplete the
channel and hence, a lower depletion width is observed for
higher surface donor trap concentrations. Second, presence
of a positive sheet charge on the device surface can have a
lateral electric field component affecting the channel depletion
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Fig. 9. Schematic of devices fabricated on similar GaN buffer but
with different surface conditions with (a) having 40-nm Si3N4 as surface
passivation, while (b) has a surface passivation of 10-nm Al0.52Ti0.48O
grown on top of 30-nm Si3N4. (c) Comparison of EL intensity extracted
along a line scan from gate field plate edge to drain edge for two devices
fabricated according to schematic shown in (a) and (b), having different
surface conditions.

as well. Computational findings discussed here suggest that
this lateral component works opposite to the applied drain
field leading to requirement of a higher VDS for achieving
similar WDepletion (Fig. 8). This combined effect of lateral and
vertical field components due to positive surface charge and nS

modulation leads to reduced depletion width as surface donor
trap concentration is increased.

D. Experimental Validation

In order to validate the observed impact of surface
donor trap concentration on channel electric field in the
device, devices having similar processing and buffer condi-
tions but with different surface conditions were fabricated
using a well-established fabrication technique for AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs [31]. A commercial grade 6" GaN-on-Si epi-stack
was used to fabricate devices having in situ SiNX passivation
layer, as shown in Fig. 9(a). In order to have a surface variant,
10-nm SiNX passivation was etched in one of the devices
and a 10-nm Al0.52Ti0.48O was grown on the top of SiNX

passivation [Fig. 9(b)]. Al0.52Ti0.48O is known to be p-type in
nature and is expected to have negatively charged ions [31].
Under such conditions, having an Al0.52Ti0.48O on the top
will reduce the effective positive surface charge density and
hence, electric field profile in the two devices will be different.
In order to estimate electric field profile, EL studies were
done on the two devices having identical device parameters.
EL line scans were done from gate field plate edge to drain
edge for similar stress conditions. As EL intensity depends
on the depletion width and number of carriers, EL line scan
provides a good approximation of depletion width in the device
channel. As per the observations presented above, devices
with SiNX /Al0.52Ti0.48O as passivation, having lower positive
surface charge density, should show a wider depletion region
as compared to devices with only SiNX as passivation.

The EL line scan results, as shown in Fig. 9(c), depict
that devices having SiNX as passivation have an EL intensity
peak near the field plate edge which rapidly reduces as we
move away from the field plate depicting minimum field
redistribution in the gate–drain access region. On the other
hand, devices having SiNX /Al0.52Ti0.48O as passivation show

Fig. 10. Impact of device scaling on VBD of the device extracted as a
function of surface donor trap concentration. (a) Scaling with respect to
LGD for a constant LFP of 250 nm and (b) denotes scaling with respect
to LFP for an LGD of 5 µm. Shorter device dimensions are used here to
highlight the relevance of developed physical insights in improving VBD of
the device while using shorter LGD and LFP. Dashed line here represents
the best VBD achieved with the larger device geometry, shown in Fig. 2(a).

a completely different profile with a considerable EL intensity
redistribution in the access region with significantly higher
EL intensity near the drain edge as well. This indicates a
wider depletion region as compared to devices with SiNX

as passivation. These observations are in complete agreement
with the computational findings discussed above.

IV. DEVICE DESIGN IN PRESENCE OF SURFACE TRAPS

A. Drift Region Engineering in Presence of Surface Traps

Fig. 10(a) depicts impact of increasing gate to drain length
(LGD) on VBD of the device as a function of surface donor trap
concentration. It interestingly depicts negligible scaling with
LGD for devices with lower surface donor trap concentration
(∼ 2.3 × 1013 cm−2). As the surface donor trap concentration
is increased, devices show an improvement in VBD as LGD

is increased. However, increasing the surface donor trap con-
centration to much higher values again results in negligible
change in VBD as LGD is increased. A comparison of lateral
channel electric field in devices with lower surface donor trap
concentration, shown in Fig. 11(a), for different LGD values
reveals negligible field redistribution in the gate–drain access
region. The electric field in these cases is confined near the
drain contact edge [Fig. 11(a)]. On the other hand, devices
with higher surface donor trap concentration exhibit a field
redistribution in the gate–drain access region with increase
in magnitude of EP1 and EP2 [Fig. 11(b)]. This results in an
increase in VBD as LGD is increased. This field redistribution is
in-line with the dependence of channel electric field on surface
trap concentration discussed above. For moderate surface
donor trap concentration, an optimum field redistribution in
the gate–drain access region is observed [Fig. 11(b)] resulting
in maximum VBD improvement when LGD was increased.
Further increase in surface donor trap concentration results in a
confinement of electric field near the gate edge with negligible
redistribution in the gate–drain access region [Fig. 11(b)]. This
leads to negligible change in VBD when LGD was increased.

VBD as a function of gate-connected field plate length (LFP)
is shown in Fig. 10(b). It shows that the devices with lower
surface donor trap concentration (∼ 2.3 × 1013 cm−2) exhibit
an LFP independent breakdown phenomena. On the other hand,
devices having moderate surface donor trap concentration
show excellent VBD scaling with increase in LFP. For higher
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Fig. 11. Lateral electric field profile depicting impact of surface donor
trap concentration on lateral field distribution as prominent field peak
shifts from drain edge to gate edge. (a) Compares two devices having
EP3 as prominent peak and (b) compares devices with EP1 and EP2 as
prominent peak.

Fig. 12. Electric field profile for devices with different field plate
lengths depicts field redistribution with field plate length in devices having
prominent electric field peak near the gate edge.

surface donor trap concentration, VBD improvement with
increase in LFP is seen but with a reduced VBD as compared
to devices with moderate surface donor trap concentration.
A comparison of electric field under two different surface
donor trap concentrations, as shown in Fig. 12, explains the
dependence of VBD − LFP scaling on surface donor trap
concentration. For lower surface donor trap concentrations,
EP3 is prominent which is independent of gate field plate

Fig. 13. (a) VBD as a function of surface donor trap concentration for
Schottky and MIS gated devices depicting a similar dependence of VBD
on trap concentration for both the cases. (b) Channel lateral electric field
profile as a function of surface donor trap concentration for MIS gated
devices, extracted at a drain stress voltage of 100 V.

design. Under such conditions, field plate is ineffective in
field redistribution resulting in LFP independent VBD. On the
other hand, EP1 starts becoming prominent as surface donor
trap concentration is increased. Under such conditions, Fig. 12
depicts a relaxation in magnitude of EP1 as LFP is increased,
which results in an improvement in VBD. This relaxation is
attributed to field redistribution between EP1 and EP2. This
establishes that a larger field plate is required for devices
having trappy surface or trappy passivation interface. It is
worth highlighting that the observed electric field redistribu-
tion wherein a shift in prominent electric field peak from EP3

to EP1 is seen as surface donor trap concentration is increased
is attributed to channel depletion modulation by positively
ionized surface donors, as discussed in Section III-C. Further-
more, as surface passivation layers modulate surface donor
trap conditions and hence, affect channel electric field (Fig. 9),
device design under such conditions needs to be considered
carefully in light of these observations.

B. Impact of Gate-Stack

Fig. 3(a) showed a change in breakdown phenomena by
highlighting that breakdown at higher surface donor trap
concentrations is determined by gate leakage. However, sub-
sequent electric field based analysis revealed that a shift in
electric field peak from drain edge to gate edge determines
the VBD. In order to analyze how suppressing gate leakage
affects dependence of channel electric field on surface donor
traps, devices with (MIS gate-stack having 10-nm thick Si3 N4

as gate dielectric were simulated. Since gate-stack process
involves surface cleaning or surface treatment to minimize the
defect concentration at the Gate-Oxide/AlGaN (MIS) inter-
face, TCAD framework used in this work also considered a
fixed trap concentration at the MIS interface. The same was
calibrated to give a threshold voltage similar to that of Schot-
tky devices, ensuring breakdown measurement under similar
stress conditions. It should also be noted that the surface
trap concentration, however, was varied only at the AlGaN
surface/passivation interface in the gate–drain and gate–source
access regions. Fig. 13(a) depicts a similar dependence of VBD

on surface donor trap concentration for both Schottky gated
as well as MIS gated devices.

Fig. 13(b), depicts a shift in electric field peak from drain
contact edge to gate contact edge as surface donor trap
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Fig. 14. Comparison of different leakage current components at the
onset of breakdown extracted for Schottky and MIS gated devices
depicting breakdown in MIS gated devices to be determined by source
leakage even at higher surface donor trap concentrations.

Fig. 15. Electron current density contours at the onset of breakdown
extracted for different surface donor trap concentrations. These contours
depict a shift in breakdown hot-spot from drain edge to gate edge with
increase in surface donor trap concentration for MIS gated devices as
well.

concentration is increased for MIS gated devices. This behav-
ior is similar to that observed for Schottky gated devices
[Fig. 6(a) and (b)]. This establishes that the dependence of
channel electric field on surface donor trap concentration is
independent of gate-stack design or gate leakage. The only dif-
ference is that with suppressed gate leakage in presence of MIS
structure beneath gate contact, as shown in Figs. 14 and 15,
the breakdown for the complete range of surface donor trap
concentration considered here is dominated by drain–source
leakage.

The drain–source leakage path—originating from peak elec-
tric field location, as depicted in Fig. 15, changes as a function
of surface donor trap concentration. For lower surface donor
trap concentration [Fig. 15(a)], leakage path is from drain con-
tact edge to source contact, indicating the breakdown hot-spot
to be near drain edge. However, for higher surface donor trap
concentration [Fig. 15(b)], the leakage path emanates from the
field plate edge, indicating shift in breakdown hot-spot to field

plate edge. This establishes that with change in gate-stack
and suppression of gate leakage current, while the dominant
leakage current and leakage path changes, the electric field,
and breakdown behavior remain similar to that observed for
Schottky gate. Therefore, it can be fairly concluded that the
phenomena and device design discussed in this work are
applicable to MIS and other gate architectures as well.

V. CONCLUSION

Through detailed and calibrated computational analysis,
we have found that donor traps present on device surface
have a significant impact on breakdown characteristics of
AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Electric field modulation by surface
donor traps was found to be the primary mechanism govern-
ing the breakdown characteristics of the device. A shift in
breakdown hot-spot from drain edge to gate edge was seen
with an increase in surface donor trap concentration. Exper-
imental analysis of electric field modulation under different
surface passivation conditions was found to be in complete
agreement with the computational findings. Finally, impact
of surface donor traps on designing of devices for high
breakdown voltage was discussed with respect to field plate
length, gate–drain distance and gate-stack. Dependence of
breakdown voltage on surface donor trap concentration, till
moderate concentrations, was found to remain unchanged even
when gate leakage was suppressed by using a gate insulator.
However, for very high surface donor trap concentrations,
MIS gate offers higher breakdown voltage when compared
to Schottky gate. It was found that the improvement in break-
down voltage while increasing gate-to-drain distance occurs
only for moderate surface donor trap concentrations. On the
other hand, breakdown voltage showed strong dependence on
field plate length only for relatively higher surface donor trap
concentrations. Therefore, the optimum field plate length and
gate–drain distance to maximize breakdown voltage for a given
buffer thickness strongly depends on the nature of surface
passivation. A hybrid approach to passivate surface donor traps
leaving higher surface donor trap concentration under field
plate and moderate trap concentration in rest of the region can
potentially maximize the breakdown voltage for a given gate-
to-drain spacing, field plate length and GaN buffer thickness.
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